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Abstract
Both company communication and employee performance play an increasingly essential role
in many organizations throughout the world. Many companies are struggling to enhance better
company communication and employee performance through training and career development
because these can lead to the good image of organization and the effectiveness of entire
organizational performance. This research intended to discover the priority needs for the
improvement in terms of the forms of communication, company communication, and employee
performance by using the case study of PKK Auto Partnership Limited in Thailand. There are
two major research objectives including 1) To determine the current situation and expected
situation of the company’s communication and employee performance based on perceptions of
employees and customers and 2) To design a training plan based on the results of the research
study. To prioritize the needs for enhancing better company communication and employee
performance, the quantitative research method using Priority Needs Assessment Modified
(PNIModified) was utilized in this research study. The key results based on the quantitative
findings were the company communication (PNIModified = 0.1644) sorted as the 1st rank of
priority needs index followed by forms of communication (PNIModified = 0.1588) and employee
performance (PNIModified = 0.1468), respectively. A training plan was designed based on the
results of the study.
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Introduction
In many organizations, their employees have been viewed as a receiver and sender of
internal communication. Generally, those employees are considered as an active agent in the
communication arena of their own organization (Frandsen & Johansen, 2011; Kim & Rhee,
2011; Heide & Simonsson, 2011). Importantly, those employees can search, interpret, and
spread the information in terms of an active manner. For instance, they have a capability in
referring to their own company, building networks and distributing the strategic knowledge.
Then, these employees’ behaviors are considered as the foundation of company’s potentiality
and employee communicative actions related with the organizational performance because they
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